All children in our inpatient malnutrition center wear patient scrubs. These white, hospital style,
scrubs are easy to clean and allow for easy access in case of IV's or oxygen. Here you will find the
information for sewing instructions and patterns. If you have any questions or concerns along the
way, please contact us at info@middlegroundhaiti.org.
Instructions:
We require all patient scrubs are made from white cotton
We are using other websites and resources for patterns and sewing instructions
We have made some alterations to these patterns which you will see below
All patterns have all been tested and made for us already!
We need infant, toddler and child sized scrubs (our most needed size is around 1 year to
18months. Please do not make scrubs larger than a 3T)
Please make both scrub tops and pants 3 inches shorter than the pattern requires (due to
malnutrition stunted growth is common)
Please wash scrubs before packing and shipping
Once a set is completed please put the top and bottom together in a ziplock bag and label with
the size
Pack all completed scrub sets in a box and ship to the address provided
Please do not include personal notes inside the sealed sets
NOTICE::
All patterns and designs are copyrighted to Create Kids Couture and Made by Marzipan for
personal use only.

Shipment Address:
Middle Ground Haiti
5365 270th Avenue
Granite Falls, MN
56241-1432
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Other instructions
Please only use the 12-18 month and 3T patterns.
Please use white cotton.
Please make scrub tops 3 inches shorter than the pattern suggests.
Please also add a snap at the neck in the back to keep the top together and to prevent it from
falling off the shoulders.
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Child’s Hospital Gown
Free Pattern by: Create Kids Couture

Difficulty Level: Beginner
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Materials Needed:

Fabric (see chart below for quantities needed)
Scissors or Rotary Cutter
Cutting Mat if using Rotary Cutter
Ruler
Pins
Sewing Machine and/or Serger
Iron
Marking pencil
Sturdy snap tape OR individual snaps with twill tape or bias tape

Fabric Requirements:
Size

Gown Front

Gown Back

Sleeves

Ties

12-18 mos.

5/8 yard

5/8 yard

¼ yard

¼ yard

3T

¾ yard

¾ yard

¼ yard

¼ yard

5/6

7/8 yard

7/8 yard

¼ yard

¼ yard

7/8

1 yard

1 yard

¼ yard

¼ yard

10/12

1 1/8 yard

1 1/8 yard

¼ yard

¼ yard

Size

Approx. Finished Length of Gown

12-18 mos.

18”

3T

24”

5/6

28”

7/8

34”

10/12

37”

Cutting Out Pieces:

When printing out the pattern pieces make sure the "Auto Rotate and Center" box is ticked and page-scaling is
set to "None". This is VERY important.

Step 1: After cutting out the pattern pieces in the size you are making, pin the pieces to the fabric and cut out
the fabric following the pattern piece’s curves. You will end up with one front gown piece on the fold, two back
gown pieces (mirrored), and four sleeve pieces (mirrored).
Step 2: Use a marking pen or tailor’s chalk to mark the strap placement on the right and wrong side of each
gown piece.
Step 3: For the ties, cut three strips of fabric that are each 2” x 40”.
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Construction:

Step 1: Take one of the ties and create a bias tape with both
ends finished. To do this, fold each end in ½” and iron.
Then fold the tie in half lengthwise and iron. Open it back
up and then fold the top and bottom edges in so they meet
at the center crease, and iron. Then fold it in half lengthwise
again with all the raw edges enclosed. Sew along the long
open edge. Repeat with the remaining ties.

Take each of the three ties and cut them exactly in half so
you have six ties. Each of the ties will now have one
finished edge and one unfinished edge. Set aside.

Step 2: Lay the front gown piece on a flat surface with
the right side facing up. Place one back gown piece on
top of it with right sides together, lining up the
shoulders and armholes. Then place the second back
gown piece on the other side with right sides together,
again lining up the shoulders and armholes. The two
pieces will overlap in the middle, as shown to the left.
Now take three of your ties and pin the raw ends in
place, according to the fabric markings and the photo to
the left. Notice that two ties will be attached between
layers on the left of the gown. On the right of the gown,
one tie will be attached on the very top (not between
layers) so that it will end up on the inside of the gown.
Pin your ties in place and check to make sure they
match the photo before moving on to the next step.
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Step 3: Without changing the three ties that are already pinned, we are now
going to pin our three remaining ties. Instead of attaching on the seam edges,
these ties will attach on the outer curved edges of the back pieces. (They will
be on the flaps of the gown rather than in the seams.) Using the fabric
markings and photo as a guide, pin one tie on the left outside edge and pin two
ties on the right outside edge. Check to make sure your gown ties match those
in the photo. Also check that all of the ties have their raw edges pinned and
their finished edges out.

Step 4: Sew along the two side edges of the gown using
a 3/8” seam allowance, as shown in white to the left.
Serge or zigzag the seam edges to finish them and
secure the ties.

Then sew the remaining three ties in place by stitching the edges, as shown
in the photo to the right. Set the gown aside.

Step 5: Take two of the sleeve pieces and place them with right sides
together. Pin along the shorter side edge, which will become the underarm
seam of the sleeve. Sew along the pinned edge, as shown in white to the left.
After sewing, it will look like the sleeve on the bottom. Repeat with the
second sleeve.
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Step 6: Take one of the sleeves and pin its curved edges
to the underarm curves of the gown, lining up seams.
Note that the sleeve will remain open at the top of the
gown so it can attach with snaps. Sew the sleeve in place
using a 3/8” allowance. Serge or zigzag the seam edges.
Repeat this step with the second sleeve. It should now
look like the photo to the right.

Step 7: Finish all of the remaining raw edges,
including the neck, sleeve edges, and gown edges. To
finish the edges, you may serge and then fold under to
stitch in place, or zigzag and stitch, or create a rolled
hem. In the photo to the left, we serged and then
folded under.

Step 8: At the top of the shoulders, cut the twill tape or
snap tape to match the width of the shoulder edges and
sew in place on all four edges.
If you are using individual snaps rather than snap tape,
you will attach them evenly across the twill, using 3-4
snaps, depending on the size of the gown.
Use fray check on the raw ends of the twill tape or snap
tape if necessary. Check to make sure the snaps are all
functional and that the ties in your finished gown can be
tied to their coordinating ties.
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You are now done and you completed it in just 8 steps!!! Was that easy or what?!? Here are
some more pictures of the gown to show the different angles.
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Thank you for downloading a Create Kids Couture original pattern! If you have any
questions or concerns, do not hesitate to e-mail us at CreateKidsCouture@gmail.com
We are constantly working on new patterns so if you want up-to-date information on
what patterns we have in production now please become our fan on Facebook:
www.Facebook.com/CreateKidsCouture
We also have free tutorials available on our blog: www.CreateKidsCouture.blogspot.com
Lastly, be sure to check our website to download our patterns instantly to your computer:
www.CreateKidsCouture.com

Cover photo and pattern construction courtesy of Jeannie Olsen.

© 2015 Create Kids Couture
All rights reserved. No part of this pattern may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by
any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, or otherwise, without prior written
permission of Create Kids Couture.
All patterns are original designs by Create Kids Couture. All patterns are for personal use only
and limited to small scale home businesses. If you do create items to sell from this pattern, we
ask that you give us credit wherever photos of said outfit are posted.
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Other instructions
Please use white cotton.
Please make scrub pants 3 inches shorter than the pattern suggests.
We also suggest using adjustable elastic. When using adjustable elastic in the pants, you need to
leave an opening at the top back center seam. Elastic is stitched to pants at one end and a button
is sewn over this area so the elastic can be adjusted over the button.

Instructions for scrub pants from Made by Marzipan
1. You can trim the paper pattern to the correct sizing line, or you can fold the paper back
along the correct sizing line as you would with a tissue paper pattern.
2. Fold the fabric in half parallel to the selvedge. Pin the pattern with the straight edge
along the fold, then cut out using fabric scissors. When you come to the triangles on the
pattern, cut a pointed triangle extending past the pattern to assist you in matching later.
Cut a second piece as you did the first.
3. Now we’ll hem the leg openings (this is the end furthest from the curve). Fold up ½ inch
and press, then fold up another inch and press again, encasing the raw edge. Sew with a
¼ inch seam, along the top edge of the fold. Repeat for the second piece.
4. Next we’ll sew up the side of the legs. Fold the fabric in half, right sides together,
matching up the triangles. Pin. Sew the long straight edge below the curve with a ⅝ in.
seam. Repeat for the other piece.
5. Turn one leg piece right-side out. Slide it into the other piece, so right sides of the fabric
are touching. Align the hemmed cuffs at bottom and pin, matching up the seams.
Repeat for the curved portion.
6. Sew down the curved area with a ⅝ inch seam. Notch the curves. It’s a good idea to
reinforce all the interior seams with a zig-zag or overcast stitch to prevent fraying.
7. Finally, we’ll make the waistband. With one pant leg still inside the other, fold the top
edge down ½ inch and press. Then fold down another inch and press again to encase
the raw edge.
8. Begin sewing about an inch past the center seam. Sew with a ¼ inch stitch, along the
bottom edge of the fold, to create a casing for the elastic. Stop sewing about an inch
before the center seam, creating a 2-inch opening for the elastic.
9. You’ll notice the recommended length for elastic listed along with the sizing on the
pattern. Cut a piece of ¾-inch wide elastic, and then thread through the casing using a
safety pin.
10. Pin both ends of elastic together as you adjust the fabric evenly around the waistband.
Then layer the elastic ends and sew about ½ inch in, using a zig-zag stitch. Backstitch to
reinforce.
11. Tuck the elastic ends into the waistband. If you’d like, you can add a tag before stitching
the hole shut.

http://www.madebymarzipan.com/?tutorial=pajama-pantspattern&fbclid=IwAR2pQ1-jIGQT2YZ1CM4fM8A7sCcGzRxBVdWW5magR_LsNRZnNIs2iHvz74
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Pajama Pants
Tape pattern together.
Cut 2 on fold, from flannel or fleece.

Size 6 months
Requires 3/4 yd 45-in fabric &
18 in. 3/4-in wide elastic
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Size 12 months
Requires 3/4 yd 45-in fabric &
18 in. 3/4-in wide elastic

Size 2T
Requires 3/4 yd 45-in. fabric &
19 in. 3/4-in wide elastic

Size 3T
Requires 7/8 yd 45-in. fabric &
19.5 in. 3/4-in wide elastic

Pajama Pants
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